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The problem considered here is to find the maximum of a concave function 
f(P) in a convex region C bounded and defined as the set of points P E En 
satisfying the following conditions 
%(P) 2 0 (i = 1,2,-m) 
where the functions vi are continuous. 
The limitation to a concave functions and convex region is necessary in 
order to guarantee the existence of only one global maximum. This problem 
is reduced to the problem of unconditioned maxima of a set of functions. 
Here two theorems are established about the convergence and the rate of 
conve?gence. The experience on a minimum problem indicates that the 
method is practical and efficient. Experimental results were obtained also by 
Ch. Carrol [l], who used particular functions. 
This method requires a feasible starting point. A procedure for finding 
a feasible point is given in [I] for the general and in [2] for the linear case. 
For certain methods of nonlinear conditioned maximum problems it is 
necessary to solve a linear programming problem and construct each time 
linear approximations to the constraints [3-71. Only for the methods derived 
by the Logarithmic Potential Method [g-12] unconditional maxima techni- 
ques are employed. 
I. THE METHOD 
The problem is to find the maximum of a concave functionf(P) defined 
in the convex region C 
%(P) 2 0 (i = 1,2,... m) 
* This paper was presented at the A.I.C.A. Congress of Bologna, May 1963. 
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We take the following function on C 
F(P, y) =f(P) - y - 4(P) 
where #(P) is positive and continuous inside C, and such that it becomes 
infinite on the boundary of C. So for every value of Y > 0, F has a maximum 
a(r). We consider now a monotonic positive decreasing sequence {Y,,} and 
its corresponding sequence {II?(Y S ince F, as a function of Y, increases for Y 
decreasing and F has an upper bound, the sequence {i@(r,J} will be monotonic 
bounded, therefore it will have a limit M. Theorem 1 shows that with any 
sequence {Y,) we always obtain the same limit that coincides with the maxi- 
mum off(P), P E C. For a given (Ye}, the method consists of finding in some 
way the sequence {&!(rn)}, using, for example, for every Y,, the down-hill 
method for finding the maximum A?(m) and taking for the starting value the 
value corresponding to the maximum for ynpl . 
II. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
THEOREM 1. Given a positive and monotonic decreasing sequence {Y,) and 
its corresponding {J?(Y,)}, where 
@(yn) = n-y (f(P) - y, * W)> 
we have 
lim &!f(r,) = M 
VLdrn 
Then M is unique and coincides with the maximum M’ off(P), P E C where C 
is the region dejined by vi(P) > 0 (i = 1,2, . . . m). 
PROOF: The function A?(Y) is a continuous function of Y in the semiclosed 
interval (0, r]. In fact for two points ri , r2 within (0, Y]; rr > ra we have 
mp”x F(P, YJ - mp”x F(P, rl) < mp”x F(P, r2) - F(P, rl) 
where P is the point where the function F(P, r2) attains its maximum. But 
we have also 
m”p” F(P, r2) - F(P, rl) = F(P, y2) - F(p, rl) = (~1 - ~2) . #(p) 
and therefore 
my,, - WY,) < @I - y2> * w? (1) 
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We consider the closed interval [E, Y], 0 < E < Y. For y1 and r2 varying in 
[E, r], P is always an interior point of C and therefore #(P) is finite. If we call 
L the least upper bound of the values z&P), we have 
xl(Y2) - xqr,) < (Yl - YJ *L 
E<Y2<rl<Y 
Let u be an arbitrary positive number, then for all points yI , r2 which lie 
inside any interval of width U/L we have 
M(Y,) - rn(Y1) < u 
Therefore, R(Y) is uniformly continuous in [c, Y]. 
Now we shall show that i@(r) is continuous also at Y = 0. Let D be a 
spherical neighborhood of M’, say a sphere of radius 6 and center in (P’, M’), 
P’ being the point where f(P)/P E C reaches its maximum M’. Now for a 
6 > 0 we can find, becauseF(P, Y) is monotonic at Y for all P, an f such that 
for Y < 7 at least one value of F is in D. For such a value we have 
M’ - F(P, I) < 6. Consequently it must follow that M’ -rnpaxF(P, Y) < 6. 
We conclude that M(Y) is monotonic continuous everywhere and its limit 
is M’ as r is decreasing. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Given a positive and monotonic decreasing sequence {Y,}, if 
we call R, the rate of convergence of {it?f(~~)}, we have 
R 
n 
= yn+l) - JqGJ < (yn - yn+b . Wn+1) 
M(r,) - A?+,+1) ’ @,-I - m) * #(PA 
(2) 
where P,,,l is the point corresponding to il?(r,+& and Pnpl the point corresponding 
to AqY&. 
PROOF: The proof follows from (1). We have 
~(m+d - Wn) < (yn - yn+d * Wn,,) 
myn, - myn-l) ’ Ti%(FJ - i@(Yn-l) 
but we have also 
F(P,-_l , y,) -F(P,A1 , rTLwl) = F(P,-1 , m) - M(b) G m(y*) - m(y+,) 
This, substituted into the preceding expression, proves the theorem. 
The form of #(P), as it can be deduced from (2), is important for the rate 
of convergence, which depends on the sequence as well as on the possible 
parameters of #(P). 
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III. AN APPROACH TO A MINIMUM PROBLEM 
As an example, the above outlined method was used to solve the following 
problem. Given m linear inequalities 
%L(X) = %A + %2X2 + **- + %(n+l) >, 0 
we will establish which are parts of the boundary of the convex region of the 
soluti.ons. We have reduced the given problem to a set of linear programming 
problems. The k inequality will not define the boundary if 
min GP~(x)/x E C> # 0 
where C is the convex region defined by (3). If, on the contrary, we have 
min {qk(x)/x E P} = 0, the k inequality will define at least one point of the 
boundary of C. 
The calculations1 were executed successfully, first with a system of seven 
inequalities, then with a sequence of fourteen inequalities. 
For a fixed sequence {r,/r,, > 0, r, > r,,,}, the above mentioned method 
obviously allows the search for the minimum with constraints, provided the 
function F(P, rJ =f(P) t r, #(P) with its corresponding sequence of 
minima is considered. 
The method used to find the minimum is unimportant; we can use any 
method depending on the particular problem under consideration. First the 
gradient method was used. For every yk E{T~} the relation P,+l = P,, - 
h grad F(P, , TV) was employed. This constitutes the simplest method of 
solving numerically the equation 
dP = -G(P) grad F(P, YJ ds G(P) > 0 
Since in this problem the function F to be minimized has very sharp 
minima and dihedral angles, the gradient method did not give reliable 
results. So we preferred to use the simpler and more familiar down-hill 
method [13] that examines the points surrounding a central point, takes the 
point corresponding to the least value of the function, and the procedure is 
repeated until the values of the function in the examined points are all 
greater than that of the central point. Then we decrease the step. 
1 The calculations were accomplished with the Olivetti ELEA 6001 Computer. 
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As a starting point for the first yk of the sequence, we need to take a 
feasible point, obtained by one of the methods explained in [1,2]. For the 
next minimum we take as a starting point the point corresponding to the 
preceding minimum, and so on for the calculation of the successive minima. 
For the function #(P) we took the following 
where the Wi are positive numbers. 
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